DO NOT PASS THIS BY
You clicked on the button, and you were brought here.
I know you may be tempted to pass this by and not read. But you were
directed to this site for a purpose. A purpose you feel but don’t really
know what it is. You have yearnings, questions, frustrations. You are not
alone.
Just take a couple of minutes to read the writing below. You have nothing
to lose. You may even discover that some of your thoughts are echoing in
this prose. Then, if you decide that you want to pursue that feeling – to
pursue THAT, which eludes you but has forever been beckoning you, head
to the About page on this website or email me.
Let me know, you are ready to grow and learn.
That you are ready to Evolve.
If not, thank you for your time.

BEHOLD THAT
By: Rohi, Brother Jamie Karris

(To Behold: Chazah in Hebrew – The real sight of the Divine Presence. A
revelation of the Absolute.)
To Behold That, is the beginning of life Eternal.
Behold That, which you cannot see but it can be seen. How do we begin to
unravel that Mystery?
Not just through religion – Though true religion is a pointer.
Not just through science – Though the scientific method can help to uncover.
Not through self-help – Though with knowing thy self, we can begin to discover.
But right now, it seems that we seek with eyes closed – we listen with ears
stopped up.
We gaze out there and miss the dance and the face of THAT which is right
within our mist – closer than breathing.
We judge without understanding – we label without wisdom.
We try to live this life without its heart, THAT and thus become as the walking
dead.
This is not a declaration of condemnation, but a light shined upon the thoughts
of many who feel lost, empty, and confused.
We have tried everything to fill those empty places in our hearts and have come
up wanting. Not even promises of a life after this one is truly satisfying
anymore.
The truth is, Because of THAT which we cannot see, instinctively and
intrinsically, Life itself knows it does not wait for another time to be lived at
its fullness.

Not to be confused with wanton pleasure calling it ‘living’, burying under soot
and mud this treasure.
But if we paid attention, Visible Life which is one with THAT - shows that
growth, expansion, and expression of beauty, is not only automatic but
seemingly its duty.
But then we turn on the news. Beauty, what beauty you ask? Life is full of
darkness and hatred, wars, poverty, sickness, and disease.
Fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, neighbors all – against one another.
Girls who cannot learn for the fear of being burned.
Friends becoming enemies because of ideologies – one’s void of understanding
and full of empty philosophies.
Experiences abound of ups and downs – wins and losses – no set pattern – just
random occurrences, so it seems.
Some very rich, most becoming poor – vanishing fast is the in between.
One says go left - the other says go right – both leading only to a place of
struggle and strife.
Beauty, no! This is a Joke! This is life.
But there is something that we are not understanding.
When creatures as powerful as we are – take our eyes off of the truth – When
we do not Behold THAT, this joke is not on us – but because of us.
What has just been described is not Life but a nightmare of our own creation.
Life itself is crying out for us to wake up from this desolation. Once again this
is not a declaration of condemnation.
But we must begin to behold THAT.
And by THAT, I do not mean dogmas and creeds. Round table discussions about
THAT from so called experts with man awarded PH’Ds.

By THAT I do not mean the anthropomorphic being whose ways are
determined by the whims of fickle priesthoods and secret ‘societies’ – with
their own agendas.
Ooh, I can feel their hot faces without even looking – sorry not trying to offend
ya.
But all creation is waiting for the manifestation of those who can behold
THAT.
Those who have a real sight of the presence of the Divine.
A presence whose center is here but whose circumference is nowhere. Meaning
that THAT is both within and without all at the same time.
To Behold THAT – to experience the reality behind what is seen. This is not
about a particular group – if you know what I mean.
To have an experience and put me in touch with that transforming power – that
is for today - not the hereafter.
That power that animates, sustains, supplies - giving purpose to all.
Proving that we are not a worm but one with THAT – And knowing THAT, is the
purpose of Life’s call.
The experience of THAT is to Behold THAT – Within time, a tool of creation.
THAT - whose ways are not our ways because THAT is not a created entity –
not even bound by the laws of sovereignty.
And yet this THAT, chooses to live within you and me. Don’t try to figure out the
how and the why – it is beyond our capacity.
But because of love, we may not know why but we can behold ‘THAT’ and that
is what will set us free.
I know there are a couple of points that need clarification. One, why should you
be listening to me?
Because I know where you are because I have been where you are going. I have
experienced it. I am living what I am saying, and it is glorious.

I’ll tell you the truth and will not lie – at a point in the journey I had to die – die
to myself and everything I had been told was real.
Stripped of all those illusions that we think are life – I didn’t know how to deal.
It was hard and mind numbing – felt like I had been thrown into a fiery furnace.
I cried out to THAT- I know I have not been perfect – but what did I do to
deserve this?
“Nothing” was the response. To truly Behold THAT, this is part of the process.
So, hold on. There is an end leading to a new beginning– all you need to do is
just believe this.
I did – it does and that is why I am here now - rising high out of the ashes like
a Phoenix.
So much more to be said but not until we deal with point two – I see you there
– your reason shook. You sense that your anchor is seemingly being unhooked.
You are afraid - you don’t want to be adrift and lost at sea – but if you don’t
move from where you are – you will never get to where you are supposed to be.
You see understanding motion and rest is the beginning of unraveling THAT
mystery.
You say, ‘how do I navigate to a place that I have never known – without a map
– without a guide – to a place I have never been shown?’
The truth is the navigator is not you but the Spirit within – Trust that and this
journey to Behold THAT, will naturally begin.
I tell you truly once more – that is the only way you will ever know anything
with certainty.
But if you are still unsure and your thoughts still splinter – Just look at the
contact information here and reach out to,
The Way of a Disciple – The Upward Call
Evolving Center
About | Psfromabove
thewayofadisciple@gmail.com

